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This situation in India is joint venture of China and Pakistan.

How they have done this?

Let me introduce all the characters behind Farmer protest.

Just be ready for ride

Thread

Last year UK’s Left wing MP Debbie Abrahams visited Pakistan after India denied her e-visa.

She had meetings with ISI officials there. They have decided to use combination of Khalistan and Communist outfits.

Pakistan officially paid their visits. See the receipt
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Meet @Rajanajabat786 he is on payroll of ISI in England and coordinating all this things with Left wing MPs including

@Debbie_abrahams and @TanDhesi

@Imran_HussainMP @Afzal4Gorton this two belongs to Pakistan. And all of them are from communist party.
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As per planning @TanDhesi is using Kaka Singh Mohanawalia for PR with help of Punab Music Industry.

And on ground level he is coordinating with Ravi sing of Khalsa Aid to make arrangements so this protest can survive very

long.

You have already read about both of them in my previous threads. If not, Please see my Pinned tweet.

On other hand they have coordination with all left wing unions and parties on this agenda. You can see this in their internal

communication latter.

Actually they want internal war in India to establish communist rule in India.
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And they have decided that they will help to khalistani outfits to create Khalistan.

It is very clear that they have so much support from multiple countries.

I have introduce all the main characters of this unrest situation. There are so many supportive characters who are on payroll

of either Khalistani outfits or Communist outfits.

And Yes there is Sikh for Justice outfit which needs a separate thread

My request is that, please aware people around you about this and please let this be reach to every Indian on twitter.

Now it’s your duty to share this maximum. Thank you
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